The porches are almost completed, both upper and lower. We are staining the upper ceiling of each porch green to match the colors throughout. Next up is clapboard repair. Still haven't heard a specific date about window restoration but it will be late summer.

I'm setting up two robotics teams through the library to compete in FIRST national competition. The older is grant funded (7-12 grades) in full. The younger, contrary to initial information, will not be so I am seeking further funds. We'll also have to fundraise. It will work out, and we will have a fine time designing robots and bringing this to Canaan.

Our living history musical event was very successful with Linda Radtke. It drew seventeen people and was an entertaining evening with much laughter and a great deal of conversation about the civil war and local history.

Spring Break was full of programs, some more successful than others. I tried to provide a range of activities, including craft and movies and playgroup-age programs.